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Commuter
wants more
bus service _
By JAMES DENERY
The Commuter Student Committee is working to expand JMU bus
service to areas of high student
population.
A CSC study is trying to map
those areas, CSC busing Chairman
Ben Gar ret t said. Gar ret t said he did
not know when the study will be
finished or when the bus service
might begin.
Last April, Garrett sponsored a
bill of opinion in the Student
Government Association that called
for university bus service to "all major apartment complexes with a large
student density."
The bill was passed unanimously
by the 13 members of the CSC and
by the SGA Senate, 31-2.
The proposal called for the bus
that now stops at Presidential Apartments to include Litton Apartments,
Shen Rock Apartments,. Liberty
Square, and Park Apartments.
It called for the Howard
Johnson's bus to include Squire Hill
Apartments, Deer Run Apartments
and Devonshire Townhouses.
Presidential Apartments and
Howard Johnson's receive bus service now because they are considered

Walking the plankS - Two students cross e blockaded bridge Tuesday while others
take a makeshift route across the gulley. The bridge, between Gibbons Dining Hall and Godwin Hall,
Js blocked for construction. (Photo by Yo Nagaya)

See BUSING, page 5

TKE member fined for noise at party
By STEVE CHURCH
A Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity member was
fined $100 in Rockingham County General District
Court Friday for "unnecessary noise" at a July IT
party at TKE's new off-campus residence.
TKE President Terrell Marsh said, "The fine
was given to Darrell Marsh, my brother and
treasurer of the fraternity, just as a representative
of TKE. He just happened to be the highest ranking officer of the fraternity in the house that night,
so he received the court summons."
Darrell Marsh pleaded not guilty to a charge of
creating disturbing noise. Judge John A. Paul,
who heard the case, said Wednesday he could not
remember details of the hearing.
Harrisonburg City Police received two complaints about a loud party at 477 E. Market St. the
night of July 17, Capt. M.L. Stroble said. "After
an initial warning, we returned and issued a summons for unnecessary noise to the person in charge
of the house," he said.
Since
the
university
-sponsored

"house-warming" parties for Greek Row this summer, Darrell Marsh said, TKE decided to have a
party at the off-campus house.
TKE had to move to the off-campus house after
losing its Greek Row lease last year. University officials said then that the lease was not renewed
because of behavioral problems.
"We didn't publicize the summer party and not
many TKE brothers came," Terrell Marsh said.
But summer school students attended and the party
got out of hand, he said.
"We didn't go down there (to court) to fight it,"
he continued.
Darrell Marsh said, "I was under the impression
from the dean of students office that I might not
get such a large fine. And I wasn't expecting
anyone else to be down there."
Paul said the maximum fine for the charge
would have been $1,000.
Rachel Holsinger, who lives across the street
from the East Market Street house, said she
testified in court Friday. Although she did not call
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police that night, she said there was loud music and
profanity at the party.
"I was asked by the police to testify in court,"
she said. "The police captain told me that the
judge gives a heavier fine if someone is there from
the neighborhood.".
Stroble said Holsinger came to the police station
a week after the summer party to voice her problems with the fraternity. "I asked her to go to
court and testify. I told her that if people in the
neighborhood testified it would indicate to the
judge that they were concerned," he said.
Holsinger said, "I thought it would break the
fraternity up if I was there and they got a heavier
fine."
Later Friday, the same day as the court hearing,_* —
TKE had a happy hour at their house.
"It was a very successful happy hour," Terrell
Marsh said. "The party went from about 4:30 p.m.
to 8 p.m., the beer was free, we played music the
See TKE, page 2

A computer mix-up has been Warned for giving
sot
a -all residents a stricter lifestyle than
they asked for.
STORY, PAGE

■
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Former Secret Service lawyer teaches here
By SANDY STONE
"A career in the Secret Service is
very exciting — it 'includes travel,
criminal investigation, and association with the center of power," said
Dr. Robert Goff, former chief legal
officer of the Secret Service.
Goff retired from the Secret Service June IS, and is now a professor
in the political science department.
"I've always wanted to teach, and
I like this area to teach in because it is
close to Washington and
Richmond,"
Goff was chief legal officer for the
Secret Service of 18 years, he said.
He was responsible for all legal matters of the service. "It was very exciting," he said. "1 was exposed to
the whole range of legal problems."
Goff dealt closely with the Secret
Service agents. "The agents do not
only have the protective responsibility," he said. "That's the highlight —
the image of the public spy, but they
also have substantial criminal enforcement responsibility.
The Secret Service is a federal law
enforcement agency, and is responsible for enforcement of federal law
concerning counterfeiting and
forgery, protection of the president,
vice president, members cf their immediate families and visiting heads of
other governments, Goff said.
"The Secret Service agent wean
two caps. He must be trained in
criminal investigation, and he must
be trained in dignitary security," he
said. .

The Secret Service was established
in 1865 to combat counterfeiting.
About one-third of the money circulating was counterfeit then, he
said. It was not until later that the
Secret Service protected presidents.
In 1968, Goff drafted the legislation for the protection of national
presidential candidates and vicepresidential candidates. It was
enacted in June that year. The
assassination of Martin Luther King
Jr. in April 1968 and the assassination of Robert Kennedy, a presidential candidate, led to the drafting of
legislation for candidates' protection, Goff said.
"It was thought that the security
of these national candidates was in
the interest of our country," he said.
When George Wallace,, another
presidential candidate, was shot
before the 1972 election, "we realized that the threat was real. In order
to protect the electoral process, and
to insure the people got their choice,
it was necessary to provide security
for these candidates."
The life of a Secret Service agent is
pro
no more dangerous than the life of Dr. Robert Goff: "I was exposed to the whole range of legal
m
Mwn:"
(Photo
by
Gary
Smith)
'
~
"T.
any other law enforcement officer,
Goff said. "There's always certain
danger because you're dealing with
substantial overtime and may be are an "enormous number of apcriminals, persons with mental protransferred as many as five times in a plicants."
blems and persons with emotional
career, he said.
There ar
3600 in the Secret
problems. Since last year, we've had
A job as a Secret Service agent re- Service, i
agents, uniformed
two agents who were killed."
quires a college degree, often in officers and
ive personSecret Service work may have an
criminal justice, Goff said. But there nel, Goff said.
"unsettling effect" on family life,
Goff said. An agent must work

TKE
(Continued from page 1)
entire time and we had a real good
turnout."
Several fraternity members said
they received no complaints about
the party.
Holsioger said she had no problem
with the party on Friday. "They
were quiet, didn't play any music
and broke up early," she said.
"I have no objections to them living there if they live like human beings.
Holsinger said she signed a petition presented to city council in early
August, which asked the city to prohibit TKE from moving into the
house. She also signed a letter sent
late in August to City Manager Marvin Milam requesting a change in city
zoning regulations to prevent frater-

nities and sororities from living in a
multi-family residential zone.
Those requests will be reviewed in
a study the planning commission will
start soon, according to John H.
Byrd, Jr., city building and zoning
official and Robert Sullivan, planning director.
The TKE matter might be discussed by university-city relations committee, city and university officials
said. That committee is being
revitalized after several vears of inactivity.
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Treatment refused
A JMU student injured three days before most
students arrived on campus was refused treatment
at the university Health Center because school had
not started.
"I can understand why they didn*t treat me, but
I was very frustrated," said Brandon Hunt, a
senior.
The commuter student suffered scrapes and
scratches when she fell off the moped she was
riding Aug. 25 near Roth's Theater on South Route
11.
Hunt said she fell when she hit a groove between
two railroad tracks.
"I went to the Health Center and a nurse there
told me I couldn't be treated because it was before
anyone was in school," Hunt said.
Hunt said she does not know which nurse told
her she could not be treated.
"I don't know anything about that incident,"
said Lucille Monger, Health Center head nurse.
"But as far as I know, the school policy has been
that we don't treat students until school starts.
"A major reason for that is we don't have any
doctors when school's closed," Monger said.
"When students show up before school for football or cheerleading or band we can treat them. But
a lot of bur students stay in Harrisonburg during
the summer. We don't treat them."
Hunt said she did not seek treatment at a
hospital after leaving the Health Center.
"I just left after I was told I couldn't be treated.
The scratches and scrapes were pretty nasty looking. But I just hurt my arm and my pride."
,
—Ian Katz

Job searchers advised
"Finding a job doesn't just happen, you have to
make it happen," said Tom Nardi, director of the
Career Planning and Placement center at James
Madison University.
Nardi spoke to about 800 seniors in a placement
orientation program in Grafton-Stovall Theatre
Tuesday night.
It was the "biggest crowd we've seen at one of
these things in a long time," he said.
The goal of the placement center is to ''assist
students in choosing a career, preparing for it,
entering it, and progressing in it," Nardi said.
Nardi said the center teaches students how to
find jobs. But he said, "we don't place people.
People place themselves."
The placement center teaches job search skills,
contacts employers, coordinates the on-campus
recruitment program, maintains a career resource
library and lists current job openings, Nardi said.
NardLtold the seniors to "bleed us for what
we're worth." He said the most prepared people
are the ones who get the jobs.
The placement center, on the second floor of
Alumnae Hall, is open Monday through Friday 8
a.m. to 5 p.m.
— Ginny Martin

Charity rumor debunked
A rumor that Reynolds Metal Co. will sponsor a
boy ona kidney dialysis machine in return for
aluminum can tabs is false.
A spokeswoman at corporate headquarters in
Richmond said Tuesday that she knew of no such
program in the country. Several people on campus
had heard Reynolds would give the kidney patient
one minute on a dialysis machine for every six tabs
received.

One parking sticker, please
Campus police Director Alan MacNutt warns
that only one parking sticker should be placed on
the back window of student's vehicle.
More than one sticker may violate state regulations, he said.

A computer mlx-upIn the housing office placed
six freshman women under a no visitation, no alcohol lifestyle they did not request. The women are (from loft) Hala Irabl, Julie
Short, Jill Fudali, Frances Fortna, Megan Hlnchion and Trlna Miller. (Photo by Hank
Eberi)

Computer mix-up
Electronic error misplaces 23 in Eagle
By TAMMY SCARTON
A computer mix-up has placed 11 freshman
women in Eagle Hall's no-visitation, no-alcohol
section even though each requested five- or
seven-day visitation with alcohol. And 12
freshman women who had requested the novisitation, no-alcohol lifestyle were assigned to
three-day visitation with alcohol.
"The computer put them in backwards," said
William Gerlach, associate director of residence
halls and commuting student services. "Instead
of getting five- or seven-day like they wanted,
they got the other extreme. Like any new
system, it (the computer) has bugs. It takes time
to work them all out once we find out where
they are."
This was the first time computers were used
for housing assignments, he said.
Until contacted by a reporter, Gerlach said he
knew nothing about the mix-up. "Nobody over
there (Eagle Hall) had called us. We had no idea
anything was wrong. If they had called last week
when they were first moving in, we could have
had everything straightened out before they
even unpacked.
"All we have to do is switch rooms." He said
the women would have the same roommates.
Jill Grant, resident adviser for the women,
said she had delayed notifying the housing office until "things ... calm down."
Originally, the women were to move Monday
and Tuesday. But Gerlach said Wednesday that
instead, the wing with the stricter lifestyle had
changed to three-day, with alcohol.
The change occurred Tuesday night after a
meeting with the women. It gave all wings on the
eighth floor the same lifestyle.
■ Gerlach said the women had turned in their

room request forms and $100 room deposits
either late or close to the deadline. Therefore,
"Their names were at the bottom of the list for
people requesting five- or seven-day visitation.
The computer put them in the remaining
available space, which was in that wing."
The girls who had requested no-visitation, noalcohol were put in other wings, he said.
The women had planned to petition housing
Director Jim Krivoski to change the wing to a
more liberal lifestyle.
Frances Fortna said, "I couldn't believe it
when I checked in and the RA told me it was no
alchohol, no visitation. It was a bummer. I was
in shock. My eyes popped out. I said, 'Mom,
you're not going to believe this, but —' "
But she said the strict policy was "not so
bad." The struggle to get the wing changed has
brought the women closer together, she said.
"We all have something in common."
Trina Miller had said earlier this week,
"We're really upset about it. I don't know why
they wouldn't change it. Nobody here wants it."
Jill Fudali, who wrote the petition, had said,
"We know we won't get seven-day with alcohol
like we wanted, but we'll settle for what the rest
of the hall is. We just want them to be fair.
We're willing to compromise, so they should
(be) too."
The women were going to wait until the end
of the week before petitioning Krivoski, Miller
had said. "We know they'd be swamped with
regular room changes and stuff now. Then we
are going to petition them and go bug them until
they get sick of us."
None of the girls on the wing requested room
changes.
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Booksale
off $8,000
By SAM SMITH
JMU students spent $34,000 buying books through last week's Student Government Association
booksale, according to Cathy
Schulte, SGA treasurer.
The $34,000 total is $8,000 less
than JMU students spent during last
At the start oPeach semester,
students can have their used books
sold through the SGA. Students were
able to bring books Aug. 30-Sept. I
this semester. They could buy used
books on the mezzanine of the Warren Campus Center Sept. 2-3 and can
pick up their checks and unsold
books until Friday.
"This is not a fundraising
project," Schulte said. "The SGA
doesn't make any money from this.
It's strictly a service to the students
from the SGA."
The fall booksale does -not usually
generate as much money as the spring
booksale because many students take
their books home for the summer
and forget to bring them back to
school in the fall, said Dawn
Bonham, booksale coordinator.
Many freshmen have their books
ordered for them when they arrive on
campus in the fall. This also
decreases sales for the fall booksale.
There were 220 volunteer workers
for the booksale. Bonham started
recruiting volunteers last spring.
"It (the booksale) was really
smooth," Bonham said. "There was
a cooperative effort and a lot was accomplished."
\_
Security at the booksale was
tightened to allow more shoppers in
the sales areas, Bonham said. Two
security guards were stationed in
every room on the mezzanine this
year. In past years, only one guard
was stationed in each room.

This calculator thinks
>s Analyj
If there's one thing undergrad
business students have always
needed, this is it: an affordable,
business-oriented calculator.
The Student Business Analyst.
Its built-in business formulas
let you perform complicated
finance, accounting and
statistical functions—the ones
that usually require a lot of
time and a stack of reference
books, like present and future
value calculations, amortizations and balloon payments.

—SGA President Jenny Bond said
she is pleased about the interest in the
SGA Senate elections Sept. 14.
"We have had a lot of interest; a
lot of people have been coming by
the office to pick up declarations of
intent to run for the senate. They're
not due until September 10 so we
don't know for sure how many will
actually run, but at this point we're
pleased at the response," Bond said.

VIRGINIA

It all means you spend less
time calculating, and more
time learning. One keystroke
takes the place of many.
The calculator is just part

of the package. You also get
a book that follows most
business courses: the Business
Analyst Guidebook. Business
professors helped us write it,
to help you get the most out
of calculator and classroomA powerful combination.
Think business.
With the Student
Business Analyst.

.
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Beginnings set for Friday
SPECIAL
doxcn,
""
(re3 fizTS dn.)[

RED

ROSES
3* MLJ,oxen
THIS AD
/

WITH
CASH * CARRY
¥34-5/3 (,

Cqdh
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WELCOME JMU
STUDENTS
CO-ED CASUAL WEAR - HARDWARE - GIFTS & CRAFTS

VALLEY
HERITAGE
101 Grace St.
Harrisonburg, Va.
Half Block West Of Campus
Present This Ad
With Student I.D. For 10%
Discount On Purchases
During September.

fc

LOSE 5 TO 15 INCHES IN]
ONE HOUR
OR PAY NOTHING!
Introducing

Two For The Price Of One
With JMU I.D.
Evening Appointments Available
- Lose Unsightly C«llullta
- No Exerclaa or Perspiration

433-1919 ••
Mon-Frl: 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sat: 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
789 E. Market St.
Rolling Hills Shopping Center
Harrisonburg

- No Pills or Shot*
■ Not A Water Loss
- Not A Plastic Wrap
- Skin Feels Tighter, Oleaner and Silky
Soft
• 100% SAFE ft EFFECTIVE

OUR IRON CLAD GUARANTEE:
If after your treatment you have not
lost at ieast 5 inches with a full body
wrap, you owe us nothing!

By JANICE HIBARGER
Beginnings, the annual kick-off
event for Greek rush, starts Friday.
From 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.', fraternity
brothers, sorority sisters, their
rushees, and anyone who has a ticket
can sip 30 kegs of beer while listening
to the Skip Castro Band .
The Skip Castro Band is from
Charlottesville and tours regularly on
the east coast.
The band will play on the basketball court near the Sigma Nu house
on the far end of Greek row, according to Mike Clark, Interfraternity
Council president.
A total of 1,200 tickets have been
distibuted and will cost $3 each. A
non-Greek student can buy a ticket

Busing

ALL FOR THE SPECIAL PRICE OF JUST $54.00!

Sheraton
Harrisonburg Inn
Rt. 33 at 1-81

(703)433-2521

$64.00 plus tax par paraon. Double occupancy.
Raaarvatlona for thl* waakand offar muat ba made two
waaka In advanca and will ba baaad on apaca availability.

In case of rain, Beginnings will be
held in Wilson Hall where Skip
Castro will play. But beer would not
be served in Wilson, Harper said.

(Continued from page 1)

university housing.
The Presidential bus also stops at
Shank Apartments I and II.
The proposal also called for a
third route that would travel to Holly
Court Apartments, Clover Leaf
Shopping Center, Valley Mall, Oak
Hill Apartments, Spotswood Mobile
Home Estates and Mason Street.
The expanded service Would cost
about $100,000 per year, according
to the proposal.
Garrett has proposed that $10
from each student, coupled with
revenue from parking permits and
fines, could be used to pay for expanding the system.

This year, the cost of parking permits was added to all students' tuition and fees. In the past, it was collected only from students purchasing
a permit.
A survey for the original proposal
found that about 970 students rode
the Presidential bus and about 840
students rode the Howard Johnson's
bus daily.
Expanding bus service would require administrative approval.
A planning committee of JMU administrators, students and city administrators will study the proposal,
JMU housing Director Jim Krivoski
said.

JIFFY 66 & MARKET
The Phillips 66 Across From Howard Johnson's

PEPSI8pk.16oz.

$1.39 plus Dep.
BUSCH 1/2 keg
$27.95
OLD MILL 1/2 keg
$25.96
BUSCH 6 pk. cans
$1.89
OLD MILL 12 pks.
$3.99
HEINEKEN6pk.
$3.59
$3.09
MOLSONS6pk.
$1.89
DR. PEPPER No return 16 oz.
433-8559
CHECKS ACCEPTED

Parents Special Sports
Enjoy two nights lodging and get one ticket to either
JMU Basketball or JMU Football. Mom and Dad, you
also get a cocktail and a $10.00 meal allowance.

Trom any fraternity or sorority,
said Donna Harper, assistant dean
of students.
Beginnings will be on Greek row,
where the four houses closest to Port
Republic Road will be fenced down
to the lake. There will be one entrance located by the Kappa Sigma
house.
To enter, students must have a
ticket, proper identification, and if
not a member of a Greek organization, must be on a guest list, according to Harper.
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Announcements

OPENING

SOA

SCIENCE FELLOWSHIPS

SGA elections lor senators will be held Sept. 14.
Declarations pt Intent are due Sept. 10 by 5 p.m Detail
ed Information and forms are available Mi room 114 of

The National Science Foundation is looking for candidates for the Foundation's program of Minority
Graduate Fellowships. Information and application
materials may be obtained from the Fellowship Office,
National Research Council. 2101 Constitution Ave..
Washington, DC. 20418

the WCC. or call 6367

5

SIQMA KAPPA
1

Lindy Anderson. Province otllcer of Slflrna Kappa's
Delta Rho chapter will be visiting the JMU campus and
staying at the Sigma Kappa house from Sept 10 to 12.

SCHWINN

MARK'S BIKE SHOP

ROTC
See Army ROTC csdets rappel off Eagle Hall Sept. 11
from 11:30 am to noon.

Sept. 6-11

CPftP
Qatllng Your Act Together, a CP&P workshop will be
held Sept. 14 from 11 a.m. to 12 p.m. The workshop will
cover writing a |ob objective, filling out the placement
file, affective job hunting methods and on-campua Interview procedure. Sign up in advance at the CP&.P office.
Resume Writing a workshop discussing the pur
pose, content types and mechanics of resumes will be
held Sapt. 1B ,">m 3,0 4 P m 8'0n up ln •ov,nce •',ne

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
There will be an organizational meeting for the
women's basketball team Sept 13 at 3 p.m. in the Purple and Gold Room of Godwin Hall. For further Information call Coach Moorman, 6513 In 349 Godwin.

Talk to Factory Reps.

CP&P office

DUKETTE TRYOUTS

BSU
Saturday Adoption will be spending time with the
kids from 12:» to 3 p.m., Sept. 11 at the park For more
Information call Sandy at 4363.

FIRE SEMINAR
The U.S. Forest Service Is offering a Wildfire Suppression Seminar from 850 to 850 p.m., Monday and
Wednesday evenings from Sept. 13 to Oct 6 in Burruas
114. interested atudenta may reglater in the Registration
Canter.

There will be a meeting for all those Intareated In trying out for the DukeMe Squad, Sept. 13 at 5 p.m. In Godwin Hall room 217. Come dressed for practice. If
unable to attend, call Caaey Carter at 6737.

4-H CLUB

I
1o

The iirst collegiate 4-H Club meeting will be Sept. 13
at 7 p.m. In room B of the WCC.

<

RACOUETBALL CLUB

s

The JMU racquatball club will have Its first meeting
Sept. 16 at 5:15 p.m. In Harrlaon A9. All students, faculty and staff are welcome.

MARKETING WORKSHOP
Thirty lull tuition scholarships are beli.J offered lor a
five-day direct marketing Institute by the Direct Mall
Marketing Educational Foundation. For appllctlone
and recommendation forms write to the Foundation at
6 Eaat 43rd St., New York. N.Y. 10017, or call
212-880-4977.

*
o

Thursday, the 9th - Bud Reed for TREK
Friday, the 10th - Chris Kelly for SCHWINN'
Saturday, the 11th - Nick Dyslin for eclipse
■Drinks and munchies provided
•Happy Hours all week
•Many Items at special prices

I

434-5151

I
I

1570 S. Main St.
Harrisonburg

WATER POLO CLUB
All those Interested In joining the JMU Water Polo
Club should attend the practices held Monday and
Wednesday nights from 9 to 10 p.m. In the Godwin
swimming pool. For more Information call Todd at
5839.

A

290 Chesapeake Dr.
Harrisonburg, Va.
433-1305

I
I
4_.
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Cantrell ave.
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Anthony
We Accept Cash or Food Stamps I Seeger

No Personal Checks

$1.29 plus deposit

Sept. 9 - Ladies Night
(Ladies Vi price at the door)
The Motives
Sept. 10 and 11 - Harvey Dalton
Arnold Band

$6.9912 pk carton
Old Milwaukee beer
reg or lite
a>

Piels Draft beer 6 pk
Charmin bath tissue 4 pk
Clorox bleach gallon
Suave shampoo 28 oz
Henna, jojoba. Aloe vera
Generic toaster pastries
Mrs. Filberts margarine 1 lb
Tropicana fruit drinks 10 oz
Welches tomato juice 1 qt
Huff & Puff cat food 15 oz
-

♦ r#*

N

Hours Mon.-Sat. 9-6 Fri. 9-8

Dr. Pepper, Sunkist, Mountain Dew
8pkl6oz
Levi Garret chewing tobacco

(Next to Golden Corral)

$6.99 case
or $1,79 6 pk
$1.29
.99 (limit 2)
.79 (limit 2)
$1.69
.59
2/$l
5/$l
.69
4/$l

illinium

\ZL

DAILY HAPPY HOUR 37
Try Our Subs & Sandwiches
434-9233
29 South Liberty St.
One Block From Court Square

V**
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Special effects make an exciting movie
By PAT BUTTERS
I used to go to a shopping mall in Northern Virginia and drop a few
quarters in the video games there.
My favorite was a video baseball game. I enjoyed that one because the
three outfielders were synchronized to do the same sideways movements at
the turn of a knob to catch a hit ball. Sometimes I'd put a quarter in just to
jerk the knob so the three outfielders would dance side-to-side like chorus
girls, and I'd whistle a cheery little tune.
I always wondered if those little guys minded that.
v
If you've ever played a video game, haven't you wondered what it would
be like to be inside the workings of those marvels? or to actually be the tiny
people who scurry about with all sorts of weapons in all types of video
games?

*&>

continued below
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review
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(Graphic by Yo Nagaya)
lt's a brilliant idea for a movie, and director
Stephen Lisenberger attempts to delve into the
heart of a computer in Walt Disney's Tron.
The film is about Flynn, a frustrated video arcade owner. Several years earlier, while working
for N-Com, a computer firm, Flynn invented
several video games on his terminal. Unfortunately, they were stolen by a no-good colleague
imaginatively named Dillinger, who sold them to
N-Com and became its senior vice president, thus
making lots of quarters for himself.
So Flynn, with help of friends Alan and
Laura, sneaks into N-Com one night to get-the
necessary data to prove that Dillinger stole the
games from him.
At the computer terminal, he confronts MCP,
the master controlling programmer, an
Orwellian computer that dominates N-Com.
This kind of character will be the movie heavy of
the future. MCP stops Flynn by zapping him

with a laser that places Flynn inside the computer.
This whole transforming sequence is a classic,
and emphasizes the movie's strongest asset, its
technique. Disney captures the dreamy quality of
video when Flynn is lasered bit-by-bit into the
computer. The dreaminess is further enhanced
by the multitude and rapid collage of colors
throughout the film, and the certain sluggishness
that is characteristic of explosions in a video
game.
Once inside, Flynn discovers that for every
human who uses a video game there is a little
"program" inside the game who acts for and
looks like his or her "user." So Flynn meets
"Tron," a counterpart to Alan. Tron is working
inside the computer to battle the demagogic
MCP.
My favorite scene is Flynn competing in the
video game himself, which entails small

transports zooming across an endless blue grid.
It's marvelous to see close up the cars actually
racing across the grid, rather than looking down
at them on a video.
This transport scene and other special effects
justify the unlimited opportunity for animation
by computer graphics. Watching all the computer scenes is like watching a great magic show
where you keep asking yourself, "How did they
do that?"
With all the knowledge and technology that we
have, we still can't comfortably explain what's
beyond the universe and outer space, and why it
goes on and on. The same haunting abyss
underlies the movie, with its wide open spaces
and infinite corridors.
The plot structure offered an abyss of a different kind. Screenwriter I isenbarger took a
See TRON, page 8

J
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Tron
character which I didn't get to see enough of. And
the lines they said. Tron's girlfriend had the gall to

(Continued from page 9)

revolutionary outline but did not succeed in telling
the story. The movie was over inside two hours,
and that hurt for two reasons. The action was so
tight and the plot so complicated that if you blinked or went to the bathroom, you would have lost
an important part of the story. Also, they should
have taken more time leading up to the climax,
which came abruptly.
As far as characters, there were too many
resemblances to Star Wars, there were two heroes
and a girl, with Flynn as the Han Solo type. Barnard Hughes played a wise, old, Obee-Wan-Knobe
type, and the MCP even sounded like Darth Vader.
To top it all off, they threw in a Uttle R2D2-like

Flynn'* remark, "On the other tide
of the town, it all looks to easy,"
it very appropriate.
coo, "they haven't built a circuit that could hold
you, Tron."

The major exception to the lifeless acting was
Jeff Bridges' Flynn, the "space cowboy." He was
the only real character with wild-eyed expressions
and an easygoing manner.
' Another standout was Disney's attention to
detail. Whether it was the program's gray faces or a
brilliant shot of the unending sea of cubicles in the
computer office, Bruce Logan, director of
photography deserves special credit for painstaking craftsmanship. Flynn's remark-, "On the other
side of the screen, it all looks so easy," is very appropriate.
. I'm now waiting for the sequel when Flynn goes
back and picks up Ms. Pac-Man.
Tron Is playing at the Roth Theaters 1-2-3 dally
at 4:30, 7 and 9 p.m.

3WW»ai6(N*»Saturday

Thursday

The Harvey Dalton Arnold Band, The Other Place
Cryatalwood, Jo's, $1
Croastown Traffic. The Elbow Roomi, $2
"Rich and Famous," Grafton-Stovall, 7:30 and 10 p.m., $1.50

The Motive, The Other Place
Cryttalwood, Jo's, $1
The Fabulous Waller Family, WCC Ballroom, 9 p.m.

Sunday
"The Boat" and "Seven Chancea," Grafton-Stovall, 7 p.m., free
Croastown Traffic, The Elbow Room, $2
Cryatalwood, Jo'a, free

Friday
"Rich and Famous," Grafton-Stovall, 7:30 and 10 p.m., $1.50
"Tha Song Remains ths Same," Grafton-Stovall, midnight, $1.50
Cry s'll wood, Jo's, $1
The Harvey Dalton Arnold Band, The Other Place

ROTH'S 1*2*3
ML
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Monday
Moment's Notice, Jo'a, $1
Shere Hite, Wilson Hall, 8 p.m.
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Stop-In Food Store

BARGAIN MATINEES
ARE STAYING FOR FALL
In appreciation for your patronaga of our
Summer Bargain Matinees, we are adding a
Bargain Matinee just before our regular
7:00 shows (around 4:30-5:00). At the
Roth's 1-2-3 and Virginia Theatres. Bargain
Matinees $2.00 all seats Monday-Friday.
i*MBB8^MteiiWJl8<wi888BBSfe

SUNDAY NIGHT IS JMU NIGHT AT

1050 S. Main St.

Prices Good Thru Sunday
BEER SPECIALS
BUSCH12oz.cans
BUD or BUD LITE 12 oz. cans
MOLSONNR bottles
OLDMIL.L12oz.cans

1.99
2.39
3.19
1.99

GROCERY SPECIALS
LG. POTATO CHIPS 1 lb. bag
MARTINS POTATO CHIPS 6 oz.
SHASTA 2 liter
SHASTA (case) 24 cans

Wt^rtrn Steer

TERKHOUSI
10% Discount To Ail JMU Students Upon
Presentation Of Valid JMU I.D. Card
Highway 33 East
434-5775

1.89
.79
1.09
6.39

434-7444

Naar Valley Mall
**» ♦*»»•*
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Sports
The JMU connection
Bowles and Clark rewriting record book
Last year, the two combined to break five team
records for a single season. Clark set records for
reception yards (608 yards), most touchdown catches (five) and tied the JMU record with 29 receptions.
Bowles set records for passing yardage (1,304),
completions (92) and attempts (205).
The pair also hold many career records. With
three receptions in Saturday's loss to New Hampshire, Clark set a new JMU record with 35 career
receptions. Bowles has attempted the most passes
of any JMU quarterback, 347, and needs just eight
yards to break the school mark for career yards
thrown.
All this has served to draw preseason attention to
the pair, especially Clark. He was listed by The
Sporting News as one of six Division I-AA AllAmerica wide receivers. This quiet junior from
Dublin, Va., however, said he doen't think about
such honors.
And he also said he doesn't
think about playing pro ball
much, because he thinks he
isn't big enough (5-foot-10,
172 pounds).
What is on Clark's mind
now is the upcoming season.
"I can't wait to get started,"
he said before the New Hampshire game. "We have a lot to
prove this year."
Clark's three catches in the
loss to New Hampshire, one of
which went for 43 yards, and
his 43-yard punt return were
the some of the few bright
spots for the Dukes in the New
Hampshire game. With his
third catch of the game he set
the career receptions mark.
Last year, the two combined to
break five team records for a single
season. Dark set records for reception yards (608 yards), most
touchdown catches (five) and tied
the JMU record with 29 receptions.
Bowles set records for passing
yardage (1,304), completions (92)
and attempts (205).
The pair also hold many career
records. With three receptions in
Saturday's loss to New Hampshire,
Clark set a new JMU record with 55
career receptions. Bowles has attempted the most passes of any
JMU quarterback, 347, and needs
just eight yards to break the school
mark for career yards thrown.
All this has served to draw
preseason attention to the pair,
especially Clark. He was listed by
The Sporting News as one of six
Division I-AA All-America wide
receivers. This quiet junior from
Dublin, Va., however, said he
doen't think about such honors.
And he also said he doesn't think
about playing pro ball much,
because he thinks he isn't big
enough (5-foot-10, 172 pounds).
What is on Clark's mind now is
the upcoming season, "I can't wait
to get started," he said before the
New Hampshire game. "We have a
(Photos by
Yo Nagaya)
lot to prove this year.

By DAN WALLACE
Meet Gary Clark and Tom Bowles — the JMU
connection.
These two juniors quickly are becoming the most
prolific passing combination in the history of
James Madison University football.
Clark and Bowles were productive enough last
year to prompt Coach Challace McMillin to vow to
use their talents more this year.
"We didn't really throw that much last year, but
that could change," Clark said. "I would really
like the extra work."
The coaching staff is working on granting
Clark's wish. Wide receiver coach Joe Carico went,
to the University of Houston this summer to learn
the Cougars' veer offense so the Dukes could adopt
the formation to help open up the JMU offense.
Bowles, the quarterback and a
team co-captain, and Clark, a
speedy, sure-handed wide receiver,
quickly are rewriting the JMU
record book for passing offense.

*4

Clark's three catches in the loss to New Hampshire, one of which went for 43 yards, and his
43-yard punt return were the some of the few
bright spots for the Dukes in the New Hampshire
game. With his third catch of the game he set the
career receptions mark.
"The record (career recpetions) is nice to have,
but I really wish we had won the game," said Clark
after the loss.
Bowles was especially disappointed in his
opening-day performance. He completed just four
of 16 attempts for 87 yards.
"We really sputtered, our timing was off," said
Bowles. "We still have a good attitude, though."
As for last year, the Dukes 3-8 season was a bad
experience — something to learn from.
"It's tough coming back week after week when
you're losing," Bowles said. "We kind of felt that
if something could go wrong last year, it would."
"You have to be disappointed when you're losing. We hadjome close games that could have gone
either way, like Hampton Institute and C.W. Post,
but that doesn't show up in the record," said
Clark.
Now working together for their second full year
(Bowles was injured in 1980, Clark's freshman
year, and was redshirted), the two fed more comfortable than ever.
«
"I fed very comfortable with Tom because we
work together so well," Clark said. "I'm used to
Tom now, so I can vary my patterns. I fed free —,
like I have a choice."
And Bowles said, "Gary can catch anything I
throw. We've been working together for two years
and I can fed what he's going to do."
Carico reserves the highest praise for Clark. "He
concentrates the ball into his hands so he catches a
lot of balls that most receivers have trouble" with.
Dark thinks his biggest asset is not his concentration or his hands, but his acceleration.
"With Gary, every down has the possibility of
being a big play," he said. "Not only does he have
a lot of natural ability, but he also works hard at
being better, and that's why he is where he is."

■&:.
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Thurman, Dukes up against top passing attack
By DANNY FINNEGAN
The Appalachian State University
aerial show conies to town this
weekend as the Dukes try to get
things on the right track.
The game will be the first of the
year for the Mountaineers, who
defeated JMU 45-0 last year in the
opener for both teams. The Mountaineers won their first three games
last year, but ended the season 3-7-1.
The Mountaineers did, however,
have a strong passing attack, and the
main components of that attack are
back this year.
"I believe in the pass," said head
coach Mike Working, whose team
led the Southern Confernce in passing. "It's more fun for the players,
it's more fun for the fans and it's also
hard to stop."
Quarterback Randy Joyce is back
after leading the Southern Conference in virtually all passing
categories last year. Joyce completed
57 percent of his passes for 1,871
yards and nine touchdowns.
Joyce's top target, Jerome
McDanicls, is also back. McDaniels
caught 49 passes last year for 700
yards, which ranked him among the
nation's top 15 receivers.
Two of the players who will play
big parts in trying to shut down the
Appalachian air game wi'l be cornerback Mike Thurman and nose tackle
Chuck Taylor.
It is a role that Thurman is familiar
with. His first start came against Ap-

game which the Mountaineers won
34-6.
Thurman was not expected to play
in that game after injuring his knee in
practice early in the week. He spent a
few days in the infirmary, however,
and was ready at game time.
In his first start, sore knee and all,
Thurman was given the task of covering one of the nation's premeir wide
receivers, Rick Beasely.

Cross country team to try
to defend title Saturday
By ED DIE ROGERS
With the opening cross country
meet just two days away James
Madison University coach Ed Witt is
still uncertain of his running order.
The Dukes open their season in
Baltimore Saturday at the Essex Invitational. JMU won the meet last
year.
"It's still up in the air," Witt said
on the positioning of his runners.
"Mark Nichols will be the number
one runner, but after that we're
young and untested."
Untested is an accurate description
considering Nichols, a junior, and
sophomore Greg Hershey are the only returnees from last year's team.
Inexperience was not expected to
be a problem this year since none of
last year's team members graduated,
but several of last year'^runners have

^™J1^
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"I wasn't really nervous, I was just
excited," recalled Thurman. "The
big thing that sticks out in my mind is
Beasely. Having to cover one of the
top receivers in the nation in my first
start was a big thrill.
"I'm a lot more confident this
year. We played them last year and
they have the same personnel. I have
a good idea of their talent is."

and Steve Huffman have redshirted
and Richard Birney is still slowed by
an off-season operation, leavin* Witt
with the chore of bringing on the
younger runners.
The "totally untested" runners
Witt speaks of include Billy Collins,
a sophomre who ran track for JMU
last year but has not run cross country since high school, junior transfer
Steve Hyland and three freshmen
runners.
The lone certainty is to top runner
Nichols. "Mark's in good shape and
running real well right now," said
Witt. Nichols, an Elkins, W.Va.,
native, placed second last year in the
Essex Invitational to lead JMU to the
championship.
After Saturday's meet, the Dukes
will travel to Blacksburg on
September 21 to take on Virginia

Tech*

Thurman has come a long way
from that first game. He ended up
leading the Dukes in 1980 with six interceptions, one of which he returned
66 yards for a touchdown.
Last year he tied for the team lead
with two Interceptions and was in on
37 tackles.
He considers last year an off year,
though. "We had a lot of mental
breakdowns as a team, and so did 1.1
just never made the big play."
Thurman came up with some pretty big plays in the Dukes loss to New
Hampshire last week. He knocked
down three passes and made six
tackles, but he was still not pleased.
"From the pass coverage standpoint, I thought I did pretty good,"
said Thurman, a senior from William
Fleming High School in Roanoke.
"But I need to work on supporting
the run more."
Thurman is confident the Dukes
will fare better this weekend. "I
think we all learned from last week.
We are much better than we played,
we just have to limit our mistakes."
With Thurman in the hospital the
week before the ASU game two years
ago was Taylor, a sophomore 'from
Washington, D.C. He was also out
with a knee injury, and he has missed
the first two years with a bad left
knee.
The 6-foot, 238-pounder js currently listed second on the depth
chart behind Brian Fink. He had five
tackles against New Hampsshire and
recovered a fumble.

This Coupon Entitles You
to

ONE FREE WHEEL SCRUB
at
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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KWIK CAR WASH
48 Kenmore Street
Harrisonburg, Va.

SCHUTZ STOUT MAU LKHJOR.
PONT SWBOlt SAY KaT

Watson's
Valley Mall

"Where Value Makes A Difference"
"Chic" Jeans by H. I. S,
$24.99
Reg. $30.00

Jr. "Nike" Playwear
$8.99 -$13.99
Reg. $13.50 - $19.00
Includes Shirts and Running Shorts

Levi Jeans & Cords
$19.99
Reg. $28.00
Sizes 1-15

Jr. Bristo Blouses
$10.99 - $12.99

College Town Coordinates
$16.99 - $48.99
Reg. $26.00 - $67.00
Blazers, blouses, velour tops, skirts, pants.
Sizes 3-13

Reg. $16.00 - $18.00
Long Sleeve in Assorted Styles and Colors.
Sizes 5-13

Young Men's
Calvin Klein or Jordache Jeans
$29.99
$34.00 - $38.00 Values

Men's Sportswear
25% Off '
Shorts and Swimwear.
Selected Styles of Shirts,

tdfcrttM&we^ T«
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Classifieds
Classified ads In TIM Breeze cost $1 for
up to 10 words, $2 for 11 to 20 words, $3
for 21 to 30 words, and so on. Advance
payment Is needed.
Deadlines are noon Friday for
Monday's issue and noon Tuesday for
Thursday's Issue, Ads may be mailed or
delivered to The Breeze, Anthony-Seeger
Hall.
Categories Include personals, for sale,
for rent, help wanted, services, wanted,
lost, and found.

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

SOWAR,

GOP, mi YOU J MAPS A
lOOKATYOU! BREAKTHROU6H
YOU'RE A MESS! TDRAY,B.P...
SUEAW6ALL
OYERTHE

1HEKY0U
BUTAGOOP
APE! DO YOU UORKOUT TAKES
KNOUUHAT TTMEI \

CARPETUKE
f SOME..

ABOUT40MINUTES INT0THFUDRKGUT,t BEGAN K) FEEL PRJPE..ANP
sBf-esrawAFBu/MiNimim,
rrSUDDENLY HIT ME THAT ^

(VFJtr

IPSPLWMYWXEUFE

MISS FONDA WAS
AMAZED! tM ONLY
UP W BEGINNERS
BUTTOCKS.'^

taSmtam SOME
DUMB FEMININE VEAL *

For Sale
Camera — Canon AE1 with power winder.
Excellent condition. 433-0188.
Two cemetery lots, two vaults, and bronze
companion marker in Eastlawn Memorial
Gardens. 828-3437 after 6 p.m.
Guitar Ovation Custom Balladeer with
case. Excellent condition. $450. Call
4340863.
India clothing 100% cotton Imported from
India. Beautiful tops and skirts. Summer
sale prices. Free brochure. Full Circle,
Box 322, Dept. J, Lacey Springs, VA.
22833.

TTSTRUE.BRI mATGA*BA6E!
GETTING IN
M&T&smSHAPBANP
TANS POLITICALLY
POLITICAL AC- perm? ARE

WSMARE
RBLAWD!

THE CfXMIATI
BENGALS?

IF W LOOK AT MR HISTORY,
ALLTHEPEOPLE WHOPROMOTER
PH&CALfmS6W0U6HUA6eS
HMB BEEN CONSefWm. 8EUEVE
ME, LIBERALS KNOW NOffWG ABOUT
GETVNG IN SHAPE, ESPEOAWY LAPY

0H,
YEAH?

YEAH!

WHATABOUT
THE BIKINI
SCENEIN
*G0tD6N
POND"?

umm

THATWASALL
SPEQALEFFEOS!
JEEZ, BOOPSIE,
50METJMES)W
CANBESO
GULLIBLE!

Help Wanted
Campus delivery Washington Post. Olson
Davis. 8334381.
-————
. —_
Manager for the basketball team. Anyone
who Is interested may apply at the
basketball office in Godwin Hair.
Writer for Sci-fi adventure stories. Call
433-2169 after 7:00 p.m. Mon-Thurs.
Part Time. CoiiegUte travel sales. Earn
extra cash — free trips. National travel
marketing co. Call Larry Bonus at (212)
855-7120 or write to 26 Court St., Suite
2312, Bklyn., NY 11242.

For Rent

3

MEG FONDA, MY BOYurn
FRIENPHASBEENGMNG ZSg
MBALOTOFGRIEfABOUT JXwF
i YOURPRO6RAM.HESAYS aat*
'ITS ONLY FORTHE
}#n£M
TRENPYMIPPLECUm. "ffijg1
!
^^y
PAST..
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BUT STARTING THIS FALL,
WBEmXHWIBRKOUT
SALON MILL BESETTING
UP FITNESS OUT-REACH
CLINKS W'HELP'MIGRANT
FARM WORKERS MEET

MIGRANT
FARM
WORKERS? RIGHT.
/

\

CONT7HEY
ALREADYGET
ENOUGH
EXERCISE?

ONLY IN THEIR.
UPPER ARMS.
THEYOOMPlSm
NEGLECTIHOSE
IMPORTANT
A8U0MNALS.

Exceptionally fine home for female
students. 10 bedrooms, 4 bathrooms, 2 kitchens and living room. Located on South
Main St. and JMU bus route. $1204140
per month includes utilities. Call 2344247
or 4334482.
Harris Gardens Apts. Students welcome.
1 and 2 bedrooms start at $222 per month
all utilities included. 1 year leases. Contact Bob Rivera 9-5 Mon-Fri 434-6569.
Apartment: Female to share with other
females SlOQmonth. Debra 434-3491.

Morbid Comics

Faculty, 6 rooms, bath and a half, near
college. Oct 1st possession. 4344623 or
4344729

by Dave McConnell and Scott McClelland
Ko, riortesnA ,MA'AK,
IT 5 AU TM*

Services
Abortion — outpatient services, birth
control and options counseling. Strictly
confidential. Hagerstown Reproductive
Health Services — conveniently located
near 141 in Hagerstown, MD. For Information or appointment call collect (301)
733-2400.
'

Personals
Porker Phillips, Pat, and granddaughter
Mane: Welcome back to another exceptional year. If there's anything I can help
with please let me know. Love In the
Mystic. Bond.Holly.
J.M.S.C.C.C.R. Let's hear It for the one
year mark! Time flies when you're having
fun, right? Here's to the horses, Ben
Salem, gin and tonics, N.E.B., Beams Bottom....and the many good times to
comsfRF 84!) Love yalL.S.S.S.W.G.
The sisters of Alpha Sigma Alpha
welcome everyone back ana encourage
you to go greek.
The Sisters of Alpha Gamma Delta congratulate Debbie Wetherbie on her preengagement and Mrs. Heather Stimson
Charapicn on her pregnancy.
The Sisters of Alpha Gamma Delta
welcome all freshmen and encourage
everyone to learn about Greek life —
RUSH!!

TO SPAZZ: And friends, I'VE HAD
ENOUGH! No more of this! Save me Nancy! So Yo, you didn't like my hat? That's
too bad! I'm wearing It to the party. No
more Ms. Cutel From now on, call me
beautiful, or nothing at all. Rove, Becky.
The Sisters of Alpha Gamma Delta congratulate sister Joan Andrade on her new
job at Encore. Best of luck!

To my fave slave-driver! Don't let the apples rot! Here's to you and me and a greatyear! M.

Becky-man! So you are not getting your
homework done, but don't despair,' you
aren't the only one. Anyway,, it seems I'll
get out of this place earlier than usual.
Wow! O.K., so you don't feel too good. As
In a Japanese saying, "Woman's mind
and changeable autumn weather." You
are having autumn blues. You'll get over it,
I'm sure. T love you, sweetheart. Nikon F3
and the Zoom Lens

The Breeze is looking for another studentdrawn comic strip. For more Information,
contact Jill Howard at 6127.

Chuckles: Here's your own personal to cut
out and frame with Ray's. You'll both have
to help Cathy and me christen our room
next, with pink champagne again, of
course. The bubble gum is optional. Someone who remembers Gilford 215

Paul McCartney: I'm still waiting for you.
Or for no one. Or maybe I'm just still amazed. You know my name, look up the
number

Dear D.B. I sincerely hope you can fit
everything Into your room by Christmas.
Remember to leave room for yourself. I'll
always be there when you really need me.
I promise not to change my number. Love.
Dearhart

Support your right to arm bears.

Every
Weekend
is Parents'
Weekend
Fri-Sat-Sun
Sheraton offers luxury rooms, sauna, and an indoor pool. You 11 find simple
to elegant dining in our Olympic Room
and nightly entertainment in our popular Winners' Lounge. Ask about our

Special Sunday Night Rates.

(s) Sheraton

^1^ HaiTiS( M IIM I IT J Inn

$15 off

f

ariyregular
roam rate
Limit • One per Family (double occupancy only). Not valid with any other
form of discount. Coupon expires
April 30,1983. Good weekends only
(Fri • Sat - Sun) and based upon availability. Coupon not valid on
Sept. 24 - 25, or Oct. 23,1982.

Must be presented upon check in

Sheraton
Hanisonburg Inn
Rt. 33 A 1-81 Phone:(703)433-2521
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Get Personal
in The Breeze
SECRETARIAL POSITION OPEN
Student Judicial Coordinators office it accepting
applications for employment.
Pay it $400 a year. Pick up applications in
the S.GA. office in W.U.U Deadline is Sept. 17.

r

ROCKINGHAM BAG
&

CANVAS CO,
Back Packs
Nemo Jackets

$7.95
$3.50

Acme & Dingo Boots at Discounts to Students
All Sizes in Stock

18W. Johnson St. Harrisonburg.Va.
North on Mason St. to The End
Turn right 50 feet
Then turn left. You're Here
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Midway
Market
Moneyi New
Charbroiled
Chicken Dinner

157 Warsaw Ave.
(From JMU's South Main St. Entrance,
Go 1 Block Wast of Stoplight—on Right.)
Notice: Virginia A.B.C. Laws—you must be at least 19 years old to
purchase beer; wine 21 years or older. Please have I.D.'s ready for
purchases as they will be checked—JMU I.D., or driver's license
with picture. Thank you for your cooperation, Midway Market.

Monday - Wednesday
BEER
$2.29
Bud (reg. & light)
$1.89
Busch6pkcans
$2.69
Michelob(reg-)
$3.09
Moosehead
Molsons - ale, beer,
$3.09
& golden
Old Mill 6 pk cans
$1.99
(reg. & light)
Schmidts or
$1.59
Wiedemann
$2.99
OKeefe
KEGS
$15.95
Old Mill VA keg
$20.95
Bud Vi keg
Stroh (reg. & light)
Vi keg
$27.95
$25.95
Old Mill Vi keg
$28.95
Busch Vi keg

RETURNABLES (24)
Budweiser
$8.99
Busch
$8.09
Stroh's16oz.
$8.99
National Boh
$5.99
OTHER
Coke 2 liter
#
$1.29
Coke6/16ozbtls
$1.99
3
Cheesecurls A lb.
$1.39
A&W Rootbeer
6pks.
$1.99
Chips 11b.
$1.89
Chips 7 oz.
$.99
(Ice: 5 lbs/$.69 - 10 lbs/$.99)

$4.59

A boneless breast of chicken charbrofcd Shoney's own
special way so it's incredibly tender.
We cover it with your choice of Shoney's own barbeque
or sweet n'sour sauce. Or no sauce at all.
Served wkh grecian bread, fries (baited potato available
after 5PM), and all the hot homemade soup and garden fresh
salad you care to eat
Featuring Shoney's own
IbmatoVfegetableSoup
Always a favorite! A tangy
tomato base chock full of
tasty vegetables.

Americas
Dinner

Open Nightly
Till 12 Midnight

Located on 33 East just before Val

434-7948

STRINGS
Augustine
DAddarh
D Angelic o
DeanMarkley
Ernie Ball
Fender
QHS
Gibson
Liberty Banjo
Martin
Pearey
Roto Sound
Super Sensitive
Vega Banjo

ACCESSORIES
Guitar Player
Frets Magazine
Straplock
Whirlwind
Conquest
Fast Fret
Seymour Duncan
DiMarsio
Schaller
Hohner Harmonicas
Calsone
Wanes Effects
MXR Effects
Korg Tuners
Shu re Mikes

REPAIRS
on all
amps, PA's,
guitars, banjos,

mandolins

String S»ts Always
SO'/. Off

HOURS
Mon.-Sat. 10-5
Closed Wednesdays
Friday 10-8

434-7255
WE SERVICE EVERYTHING WE SELL
._u-«
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The Guitar & Amp Canter
Rt. 33 East - Near Valley Mall
Next to Sheraton Inn
1548 East Market St.
Harrisonburg. VA.
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Viewpoint
Bus 'em
The Commuter Student Committee's proposal to
expand JMU bus service to some off-campus locations has some students packing away their walking
shoes — don't. Chances are slim that any expansion will occur this year.
The proposal is not flawless and if a busing
system is instituted it must be planned carefully.
The need and value of off-campus busing will increase yearly, and the basis for such a system
should begin now. The CSC proposal may be the
catalyst needed to get the administration to take a
serious look at an idea whose time has come.
JMUis Commission on Planning and Development will study the issue this semester. If the proposal is acted on this year, the immediate results
probably will be minimal. A state move to cut
JMU's budget $960,000 leaves little room for an
estimated $100,000 increase in busing costs.
An expanded busing system would not only offer
students greater convenience, but would benefit the
administration by alleviating parking problems.
Commuter students constitute 42 percent of
JMU this year. Not only is there a current need for
expanded bus service, but the need is likely to grow.
President Ronald Carrier has expressed a desire
that JMU's population continue to grow — and
more on-campus housing is unlikely in the face of
budget cuts.
An article in the January 25,1980 issue of Higher
Education tad National Affairs predicted that 83
percent of students in colleges and universities
across the nation will be commuters by the year
2000. And although JMU has tried to meet its
housing needs, last year it had to ask upperclassmen to seek off-campus residences.
The tune to plan for JMU's future needs is now.'
A recent Associated Press story outlining the
decline in the quality of the colleges and universities
in this country reported that "probably the most
common failing in higher education ... is lack of
planning — a widespread failure by college administrators to realistically consider their school's
overall mission, and where the resources to accomplish it will come from."
The Commission on Planning and Development
should plan to meet commuters' transportation
needs while it's still an option and not a necessity.

Who
says

Editorials that do not carry a
byline express the opinion of the
editors of The'
Unsolicited columns will appear under a Guestspot logo,
and letters to the editor are
found under Reader's Forum.

All other columns on these
pages are the opinions of their
authors.
Send letters to die editor and
Guestspot columns to the
editorial editor. The Irccse,
Anthony-Seeger Hall, JMU,
Harrisonburg, VA 22807.

Valley girls, there is a cure ...fer sure, fer sure
By CHARLES TAYLOR
"Like ... oh m'God! Like
totally!" So begins that intensely
grody song which has captured
America by surprise and driven
mothers into tornado shelters across
the land. "Valley Girl," the culprit
tide, is the creation of the awesome
Frank Zappa and his 14-year-old
daughter, named Moon Unit — fer
sure.
Across the nation, the spoof on
the language and lifestyle of spoiled
Los Angeles suburbanite girls, is rolling along the airwaves. Like .,. .
tubular man. Ranked at 32 on this
week's Billboard magazine chart,
"Valley Girl" seems to have become
the latest craze across the country —
it's likg ... so bitchen!
Originating from Moon's dinner
table spoofing of her Southern
California classmates, daddy Frank
saw the potential for another crea-

tion to match the likes of his charted
duties, "Don't Eat the Yellow
Snow" and "Dancin' Fool." According to the August 28,1982, issue of
Billboard, there are plans of zapping
Zappa's song into an actual motion
picture — that's like, totally crank-,
ing, y'know? Says Zappa, "I don't
want any 'Beach Blanket Bingo' real
fast and cheap piece of shit made out
of my song." So bag your face!
That's tellin' 'em Frank, fer sure!
Though Frank sings, "Okay fine,
fer sure, fer sure, she's a Valley girl
and there is no cure," doctors in
Beverly Hills are bellowing back in
simpler, if less colorful tones, that
indeed there is. A recent newspaper
article claimed mothers are dragging
their droning little "Valspeakers" to
speech pathologist Lillian Glass to be
deprogrammed from their "Barf me
out" and "Gag me with a spoon"
euphemisms, although rumor has it

that these phrases originated in the
Shenandoah Valley of Virginia, at a
dive reputedly called Gibbon's Dining Hall. Like, totally awesome. . .
grody to the max.
Dr. Glass said these Vals
"unknowingly lapse into the dialect
at inappropriate moments, and
parents fear their children's subnormal vocabularies will be detrimental
in the academic and business
worlds." Pretty awesome, I'm sure!
The language is characterized by
"excessive use of certain phrases, a
boring, nasal monotone, and inappropriate inflection," y'know?
Locally, the song is receiving attention to the max. WJSY music
director John Sebastian' relates,
"This song has broken our all-time
record for most requests. We've had
calls from 12-year-old girls on up to
men in their 40s. It seems to really
have a wide demographic appeal."

Sebastian says his station is playing
"Valley Girl" during drive times,
when people are driving to or from
work and have their car radios on.
Playtime started cautiously in June,
only in late afternoons and evenings.
"So far, we've had no negative
response to it." Oh m'God, it's like
really tubular, y'know?
The song "Valley Girl," loved by
many, as grody as it may be, apparently is here to stay — at least as
long as any other hit does. So the
best advice that can be offered is to
sharpen your Valspeaking skills, get
your braces removed (they're terribly
grody in the Valley, y'know), and try
to smile when the song, like, comes
over the airwaves. If- not, your life
could quite possibly be like a real
bummer for a while — totally!
Charles Taylor is a junior and is
assistant features editor for The
Breeze.
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Artisans will display wares here this weekend
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demonstration down Eagle Hall at 11:30 a.m. as
risonburg area. Since last year the number of exBy DIANE FIRESHEETS
well.
This Saturday's football game marks this year's hibits has doubled, and once again music and dancAll artists will be selling as well as exhibiting their
version of Valley Day. Valley Day, sponsored by ing wll accompany the exhibits. Performing from
crafts.
Hilton feels that prices will be relatively inthe JMU Division of Public Affairs, promotes and 11-2 will be David Hott, an assistant professor of
serves people interested in the heritage of the management at JMU, and the Willie J. Johnson expensive, and within a student's budget.
Hilton hopes that everyone will make Valley Day
Shenandoah Valley through arts and crafts, music Dance Band. The JMU Dance Ensemble, directed
an
all day event, complete with tail-gating, brousby
Ed
Howard
will
perform
a
clogging
routines
and dancing.
ing
the craft exhibits, and watching the football
from
10
a.m.
to
1
p.m
This is the third year that artists from the
game.
The
ROTC
cadets
will
give
a
rappelling
Shenandoah Valley have brought their array of
crafts to the JMU campus. Crafts will range from
spinning and weaving, quilt making, and
needlework, to stained glass, ceramics, jewelry
making, and wood crafts. A new feature this year
will be a collection of carved dolls. There will also
be arts such as oil painting and drawings.
Tables will be set up along the sidewalk between
Godwin Hall and Madison Stadium from 10 a.m.
until after the football game. Craftsmen will have
their wares on display and for sale during this time.
Among the more than 50 artists will be 22
members of the Shenandoah Valley Arts and Crafts
Association. There will also be an exhibit of canvas
chairs made by Shen-Paco Industries. Shen-Paco is
a sheltered workshop for the handicapped who
make wood-framed canvas chairs. These chairs
will be of special interest to JMU students since
they feature a JMU logo on the canvas. A few staff
<*vY
members of JMU will also be exhibiting their
crafts.
Fred Hilton, assistant to the vice president of
public affairs, is the coordinator of Valley Day. He
expects a big turnout this year on the basis of the
success of last year's Valley Day. Despite poor
weather, last year's Valley Day drew an estimated
3,000 to 4000 students and area residents to the
crafts tables.
Hilton feds there is an enormous potential for
Valley Day to become a fall festival for the Har-

Spectators watch craftsmen In action at last year's Valley Day. (Breeze File Photo)

It tikes
a good head
to make it
Itlirough college.

